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Abstract 

Bauderon, M., Infinite hypergraphs I. Basic properties (Fundamental Study), Theoretical Com- 
puter Science 82 (1991) 177-214. 

Basic properties of the category of infinite directed hyperedge-iabeiied hypergraphs are studied. 
An algebraic structure is given which enables us to describe such hypergraphs by means of infinite 
expressions. It is then shown that two expressions define the same hypergraph if and only if they 
are congruent with respect to some rewriting system. These results will be used in the second part 
of this paper to solve systems of recursive equations on hypergraphs and characterize their 
solutions. 

Rkume’ 

On Ctudie ies propriCtb fondamentaies des hypergraphes infinis & hyperar&s Ctiquetees. Une 
structure aiggbrique est fournie qui permet de dCcrire de teis graphes g i’aide d’expressions infinies. 
On prouve que deux teiies expressions definissent ie m6me graphe si et seuiement si eiies sont 
congruentes moduio un certain syst$me de &criture. Ces risuitats seront utiiisis dans la seconde 

partie de cet article pour Ctudier certains systemes d’equations recursives sur ies hypergraphes et 
pour caracteriser ieurs solutions. 

1. Introduction 

Infinite trees have proved to be a very essential tool for the study of the algebraic 
semantics of program schemes, where they usually arise as (components of) solutions 

* This work has been partially supported by the C.N.R.S. PRC “MathCmatiques et Informatique” and 
by the ESPRIT BRA 3299 “Computing with graphs transformations**. 
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of systems of equ;L:ioats 01”. trees. Numerous works have been devoted to them (a 

comprehensive tredUk.F.\: 0 ’ the theory of infinite trees may be found in [9]). 
However, a program scheme sbn Ad it more naturally represented as a graph (in 

fact a directed graph.‘. ia li)r&::f to take into account the natural sharing of some 
subterms, 2nd &e re;-l objects of interest in semantics should then be the infinite 
graphs arising as sol:Jations of certain systems of recursive equations on graphs. 

As mig\\t be expected, such systems of equations generate some very “regular” 

graphs (in a sense *tt\~t iV*e shall make more precise tater on). Similar graphs have 
already appeared izz various works such as [5] (the so-called pattern graphs), [25] 
(m&p sequences) or 1291 (context-free graphs), which is a further reason for the 
interest we haye in their study. 

Intuitively, sCAvi*lg SlXl? systems of equations on graphs appears to be quite 
straightforjcard, through the method of iterated substitution which is commonly 
used on trees. This mLLnod relies on the algebraic properties of the sets of trees and 
infinite trees ’ prsct. zally, upon the existence of a notion of substitution), and its 
validity when used for the resolution of equations on trees is insured by the 
availability of a metric or order structure which turns the set of infinite trees either 
into a complete metric space or an w-complete many-sorted algebra. For both 
structures, there exists a ~211 known fixpoint theorem which one can readily apply 
(see [9]). 

The first requirement is easily fulfilled since an algebraic framework has been 
introduced in [4] to describe finite oriented hyperedge-labelled hypergraphs with a 
sequence of distinguished vertices called sources, which can be readily extended to 
countable hypergraphs (a fairly similar model for finite graphs has been introduced 
independently by Habel and Kreowski (cf. [ 181, or [l7] for a detailed study)). 
Informally, an example of such a graph might look something like (a precise 
description will be given in Section 3) that shown in Fig. 1 (the vertices and 

d 

Fig. 1. 

hyperedges are not named on this figure, the hyperedges are labelled, most hyper- 
edges are binary, only the one labelled by d is ternary, the integers 1, 2 and 3 
designate the sources). 

Unfortunately, the second requirement is much narder to satisfy, i.e. no classical 
notion of limit is easily available on graphs (either metric or order-theoretic). We 
did not succeed in defining one. 
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In our own setting, the difficulty in defining an order relation is (intuitively) the 
following: to be natural, such an order relation should respect graph inclusion. 
Namely, if G is a subgraph of G’ in some intuitive sense, one expects G to be 
smaller than G’ and a reasonable definition of such an order should be something 
like: 

G d G’ H G is a subgraph of G’. 

Reflexivity and transitivity are clearly satisfied. Now, to be an order relation, this 
relation should be asymmetric as well, i.e., one should have 

GsG’,G’sG --2\ G==G’. 

This property is satisfied in the finite case, i.e. one can check that the relation we 
have just defined is actually an order relation on the set of finite graphs but this is 
not necessarily true in the case of infinite graphs as will be shown by the following 
counter-example (Courcelle). 

Let G and G’ be the two infinite (hyper-)graphs with one single source shown 
in Fig. 2. it is fairly clear in this example that G d G’ and that G’s G but that 

Fig. 2. 

these two graphs are not isomorphic. It must be noted that this counter-example 
involves two graphs with non-finite degree. In fact, one has the following result [5]. 
If we restrict ourselves to some finite graphs, the relation d defined above is an 
order relation (we shall not be more precise about “some” since it is not really 
relevant in our context). 

However, since graphs with non-iQcally finite degree occur very naturally when 
solving regular equations on hypergraphs (some examples will appear in the second 
part [3]) we cannot restrict ourselves to the hypotheses of the previous result and 
have to use different tools. 

This kind of difficulty is well known since it has been met in a wide rangp q:’ 
problems (study of infinite words [8] where an ad hoc approach is used, theory of 
domains [23,30] abstract data types [24] etc.) and a method has been developed 
by generalizing the usual order-theoretic concepts and results of algebraic cpos to 
the more general setting of (algebroidal) o-categories (the topological approach 
might be generalized as well, defining some kin of Scott topology on algebroidal 

categories; to our knowledge this has not been done yet). 
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Let us simply add that, in a number of situations where a cpo structure is available, 
the order relation is defined in terms of inclusion (or substitution) and that one has 
to alternatively use the order structure or its actual implementation. We therefore 
advocate the use of categorical concepts even in those cases, since they provide a 
very simple and elegant framework which unifies both approaches, although they 
are not yet familiar enough to most computer scientists. 

With no further justification, we shall first develop the basic framesvork which is 
necessary, including some elements of category theory, basic definitions on sourced 
hypergraphs and hypergraph expressions before going into the resolution of 
equations. 

The main results of this work are: 
it is correct to use the method of iterated substitutioal io solve systems of regular 
equations on hypergraphs [3], and their solutions can be campletely described; 
hypergraphs may be described by hypergraphs expressions, in such a way that 
(i) two expressions denote the same hypergraph if and only if they are congrLdnt 

with respect to some rewriting system (Section 5), 
(ii) a system of regular equations may be solved either directly or through a 

corresponding system of regular equations on expressions, yielding the same 
solutions [3]; 

equational hypergraphs (i.e. components of the initial solution of some system 
of regular equations) coincide with the context-free graphs in [29] (provided 
some slight restrictions are made [3]); 
most of the constructions given in the paper are effective (for some reasonable 
definition of effectivity which shall be made precise in Section 2). 
The first part of this paper is organised as follows: 
Section 2 is devoted to a number of definitions and results from category theory, 
Section 3 presents the basic definitions and results on sourced hypergraphs, 
Section 4 develops the notion of hypergraph expressions and shows how it is 
related to sourced hypergraphs, 
Section 5 contains the proof of the fact that two expressions denote the same 
hypergraph if and only if they are congruent with respect to a certain rewriting 
system. 
The study of systems or recursive equations will be done in the second part of 

this paper [3]. 
Early results of this work have been presented in a more informal way at the 2nd 

Conference on Automata, Languages and Programming systems, held in Salgotarjan 
(Hungary), May 1988, and at the 14th Workshop on Graph-Theoretic Concepts in 
Computer Science, held in Amsterdam, June 1988 [2]. A tutorial survey of research 
about finite and infinite hypergraphs may be found in [12]. 

Notations. As usual we let N denote the set of non-negative integers and for any 
HEN, we let [n]=(@Q/l<psn}, with [O]=@ 

For any set E, #E denotes the cardinality of E and g(E) denotes the set of all 
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its subsets. Equiv[n] denotes the set of equivalence relations in [n]. Most often, 
such an equivalence relation will be specified by some generating subset (in [n]*). 

If A =&N /In is a ranked alphabet, with rank function 7 : A + R-J, the free monoid 
generated by this alphabet will be denoted by A*. 

2. Some elements of category theory 

This rather lengthy section is intended to bring altogether all the notions that we 
shall need later on and make this paper almost self-contained (without indulging 
oneself in too intricate considerations). It may be skipped and referred to only when 
necessary. 

Most of the notions and results are standard but some might be rather difficult 
to find in the available textbooks (such as [28] or [26]; see however [27] for some 
interesting discussions of fixed points). Most proofs are not included. 

2.1. Categories 

A category C is a pair ( Obc, Horn,) where Obc is the class of objects and for any 
two objects A, B of Obc, Horn&A, B) is the set of arrows from A to B, subject to 
the following conditions: 
@ for any object A, there exists a unique identity arrow lA, 

for any three objects, A, B, C, the composition of arrows is defined: 

Horn& A, B) x Horn&B, C) + Horn& A, C) 

The most usual category is of course Set, the category whose objects are sets and 
whose arrcws are the usual mapping between sets. We shall let 1 denote the one 
object one arrow category. 

Another category of frequent use in our context is the category w, associated with 
the first infinite ordinal w. It is usually represented in the following way (omitting 
the identities and the composed arrows), which describes the natural order on N: 

It is well known, that in a similar way, a category may be associated with every 
preordered set: its objects are the elements of the preorder and there is an arrow 
a + 6 if and only if a s b. 

It is quite frequent in theoretical computer science, that the object of concern is 
a set of structured objects endowed with a (pre)order. Usually, this (pre)order is 
defined in terms of some sort of inclusion morphisms (this is the case for trees for 
instance). In those cases, these morphisms are exactly the arrows of the category 
canonically associated with the (pre)order, and the proofs make alternatively use 
of the (pre)order or of what we would like to call its implementation. This simply 
makes them more awkward when categorical concepts would render them more 
elegant. This fact will be used in Section 4.4. 
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Anarrowf:a 3 b in C is a nrono( morphism) if it is left cancellable, an epi( morph- 
ism) if it is right cancellable, an isomorphism if there is an arrow f : b 3 a SUCK 

that jf’ = 1 h and f’f = I,. We shall sometimes write A = B to mean that A and B 
are isomorphic. Note that isomorphic implies mono and epi while the converse is 
not necessarily true, though it will hold in our particular case. 

With a category C, one associates a new category called the category of urrows 
of C, whose objects are the arrows of C and whose arrows fro an object f: 4 --* b 

to an objectf’ : a’ --3 b’ are pairs of arrows (g : u -4,h:b+ b” ch thatf’og = hof, 

composition of arrows being defined componentwise. 
An object _/_ in a category C is an initial object if for any Q ct C of C, there is 

a unique arrow _Lc : I ---* C. Clearly, an initial object in a cat 
an isomorphism. A category is an initkzl category if it has an 

If C and D are two categories, a product category C x D is 
objects and arrows, the pairs of objects and 
initial categories, C x D is also initial. This is 
number of categories. 

arrows of C an . If C and D are 
easily extended to an arbitrary finite 

2.2. Functors and colimits 

Let C and D be two categories. A (covariant) functor ,* from C to D assigns to 
each object C of C an object SC of D and to each arrow f: C + D, an arrow 
Sf: SC -+ SD such that 91, = &A and @(fog) = Sfo9g. 

Let J be a category. A J-diagram in the category C is a functor 9 from J to C. 
In particular, an w-diagram in C is a functor from o into C, or, in other words, a 
countable sequence of objects and arrows which we shall draw as 

A cocone over a J-diagram 9 in C is an object K of C (the vertex of the cocone) 
and a family of arrows KJ : 9J 3 K for any 9 in J such that, for any arrow u : I --3 J 

in J one has Kl= 9~0 KJ. 
A colimit for 9 is a cocone over 9 with vertex C such that, for any cocone with 

vertex K over 9, there is a uniqu e arrow U: C 3 K which satisfies KJ = Uo CJ 
for every object J in . The colimit of a J-diagram is unique up to an isomorphism. 
The o-limit of an W- iagram in C is the colimit of this diagram. 

The coproduct of a family of objects C Icl in C indexed by a category I is the 
colimit of the diagram 3: I ---) C,, with no arrow component. 

Let 2 be the category 1 =t 2 (two distinct objects, two distinct arrows and identities). 
A colimit of a 2-diagram is called a coequalizer. 

A pushout is a colimit for a diagram over the category with three objects and 
only two arrows different from the identities 

c 
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2.3. o-completeness and w-continuity 

A category is called cocomplete if it has all colimits. The standard technique to 

prove this property is to use the following theorem. 

2.3.1. Theorem (McLane [28]). A category has colimits if and only ifit has coproducts 

and coequalizers. 

However this usually leads to fairly long and awkward proofs. In many cases, 

the cocompleteness can be obtained thanks to Theorem 2.6.2. (whose proof of 

course, makes use of Theorem 2.3.1). 

2.3.2. Proposition. Zf C and D are cocomplete categories, the product category 61 x 

is cocomplete. Zf C and D are initial with initial objects _L~ and I~, the product 

category is initial with initial object the pair (A_,-, _L~). 

A category is an o-category if it has all o-limits, i.e. colimits of all o-diagrams. 

Clearly, a cocomplete category is an w-category and has coproducts and pushouts 
as well. 

We say that a subcategory C of a category D is codense (resp. o-dense) in D if 

any object D of D is the colimit (resp. w-limit) of a diagram (resp. w-diagram) in 

C (in other words, o-density means that any object in may be approximated by 

a countable sequence of objects in C). 
A functor 9 from C to P) is w-continuous if it preserves the w-lilmits and the 

related w-limiting cocones (o-cones). A bifunctor 9’ from XC into is w- 

continuous if its two components are. Clearly, o-continuity is preserved by composi- 

tion of functors (or bifunctors). All through this paragraph, w may be replaced with 

co for a greater generality. 

2.4. Definition. Let 3 be an endofunctor of a category C. A jixpoint of 9 is a pair 

(C, u) where C is an object of C and u : K’ ---, C is an isomorphism. Such a fixpoint 

is sometimes called an g-algebra. 

A detailed study of the following theorem will be found in Adamek and Koubek 

[l] where it is dated back to Lambek [21]. Related works and results are those of 

Lehmann [23], Lehmann and Smyth [24] and more recently, Lambek [22]. 

2.5. Theorem (existence of a fixpoint). Let be an initial w-category and 9 be an 

w-continuous endofunctor of ts of 9fofm an initial category, whose 

initial object is the colimit of the following o-diagram: 

~~~~~~‘I~~“~~*‘~~~“~~~~~. 

. The proof of this theorem is fairly standard but we give it since it is 

constructive and a good understanding of it will enlighten the rest of this paper. 



As usual, the construction of a fixpoint is made by successive approximations of 
the solution. Indeed, from any object C such that there is an arrow u : C + $C in 
C we can generate an o-diagram 

Since is an o-category, this o-rs,rsaram has an o-limit 2 corresponding to the 
inner colimiting cocone in the commutative diagram shown in Fig. 3. Now since 9 

3;U Y2U 
PC w b2C ----+ 3;“U 

c u . . . . . . . . . + 9°C --d . . . 

Fig. 3. 

is an o-continuous functor, when applied to the inner cocone, it generates the outer 
cocone (dotted lines). It follows that these two cocones are colimiting for the 
following w-diagram: 

hence that the a+row E 3 3. ,* is an isomorphism. 
Of course, the previous construction applies to the initial object Ic of C, since 

(by initiality of &) there always exists a unique arrow _& + 92,. Hence, the 
initial object in a category generates in all cases a fixpoint .Q5 of the functor. 

It is then easily checked that ad is initial in the category of fixpoints of 9, or, 
in other words, that for any other fixpoint .5’ of 9 there exists a unique arrow 
& : i2 + E such that the following diagram is commutative: 

Indeed, since there exists a unique arrow lz : I c ---* E, iterated application of the 
functor 9 generates a cocone 9?~,- : 9%~~ 3 922 = 5’. The existence of a unique 
arrow 05 is ensured by the definition of a colimit. This concludes the proof. El 
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2.6. Comma categories 

2.6.1. Definition. Let 9: B + A and 3 : C --* A be two functors. The comma category 

(9& +!I) has: 

as objects, the triples (b, c, f) where 6 is in B, c in C and S: 5% + ‘;ec, 
as arrows from (b, c, j) to (b’, c’,j’) the pairs of arrows (k: b + b’, h : c -+ 6) 

such that $0 9%_ = 9% nf, i.e. such that the following diagram commutes: 

As special cases, one writes (B3.9) when B = A and 9= lA, and (9&A) whl 
is the category 1 and % sends the only object 1 of 1 to A in A. 

2.6.2. Theorem (Goguen and Burstall [ 161). Let B and C be two cocomplete categories 

and let 59: B + C be a junctor. l%en the comma category (C$%) is cocomplete. 

As was noticed earlier, the proof given by Goguen and Burstall makes use of the 
standard technique of Theorem 2.3.1. 

2.7. Algebroidal categories 

This notion was introduced by Smyth (see [30,31,32]) in order to generalize to 

categories the notion of algebraic complete partial orders: “they are categories with 

a countable basis of finite objects” [32] (see also [7] and [6] for a more general 

definition). 

2.7.1. Definitions. An object c in a category C is jinite in C if for any w-diagram 

A = (KJI)?lEN in C with w-limit p, : A * V one has: for any arrow v : c + V there 

exists an integer N such that for any n 2 IV, there is a unique arrow u : c ---* Vn such 

that v = p,,ou. 

A category C is algebroidal if the three following conditions hold: 

(i) C is initial and ha5 at most countably finite objects, 

(ii) every object in is the o-limit of an o-diagram finite objects, 

(iii) every w-diagra of finite objects has a colimit in 

The second condition may be e ressed 5y saying that the full subcategory 

of finite objects of 

The following result is proved in [30] and [32, Theorems 4 and 5-j. 
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sown. Every algebroi 1 category has all w-colimits (is w-camp 

ebroidal category and is an o-category, any functor SO from 

extends uniquely (up to natural isomorphism offunctors) to an o-functorfrom C to 

2.8. Effectivity 

Dealing with infinite objects raises computability issues. These have been 
addtessed within a categorical framework by several authors such as Smyth ([X1 

which gives a very good introduction to the topic) or Kanda ([20]). We shall borrow 
some definitions here from [32] sine e they are fully adequate in our context. Basic 

definitions of the theory of computability may be found, e.g. in [34]. 

2.8.1. Definition. Let C be an algebroidal category and CO be the subcategory of 

finite objects of C. Assume that (C,l)ncN and (_&EN are enumerations of the objects 

and arrows of Co. We say that C is efictively given relative to these enumerations, 

provided that the following predicates are recursive in the indices: 
(i) Ci = C,,f; =f;, 

(ii) dam(X) = Ai, codi fn) = Ai, 
(iii) fk is an identity, 

(iv) Jo& =&. 

An object is efictively given if it is given as the colimit of an efiective o-diagram 

of finite objects, that is as the colimit of a diagram (Arfi: ,fs(il)icN in CO, where the 
functions r and s are recursive. 

A morphism is efictively given if it is given as the colimit of an effective o-diagram 

of finite morphisms, that is as the colimit of a diagram (A,(i) ~fs~il)i~~ in the category 

of arrows of CO, where the functions r and s are recursive. 

A computable functor 9 is an o-continuous functor such that for every finite 

object A and every finite morphism J %A and 9f are effectively given. 

The following result follows from these definitions. 

roposition. 7&e initial jixpoint of a computable functor is eJy?ctively given. 

In this paper, we considtr oriented hyperedge-labelled hypergraphs having a finite 

sequence of distinguished vertices called sources. More formally, let A = IJnCN A,, 
be a ranked alphabet with rank function r : A - N. Then: 

3.1. Definitions 

A (concrete) sourced hypergraph of type n (or an n-hypergraph ) over A, is a sextuplet 
G = (Vi, EG, lab,, vertG, srcG, n) where: 
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V, and EG are countable sets (rtspectively sf vertices and hjrperedgcs), 
labG: EG 3 A labels every hyperedge e with some letter in A such that 
r(lab&)) = (vertc(e)I, 
vertc, : EG - VT; assigns to each e, a word on V, representing the ordered sequence 
of its vertices, vet-t&k, F.‘) denoting the kth element of the sequence, 
srcG : [n] -9 V, defines the sequence srco([n]) of souwzs of the hyperg -*;jh G. 
The set of n-hypergraphs over A is der,oted by W,,(A), the set of all hypergraphs 

by cC@‘V), the corresponding sets of finite hypergraphs by omitting the symbol 00. 
It is easily checked that an alternative definition could be the following: let 

G=( V’, &, labG, srcG, tl), where VG, srcG and n are as before, & is a finite 
language over VG and labG : LG -+ A. Clearly, LG is meant to encompass both EG 
and vertc;. We shall use this definition in Section 3.3. 

For all hypergraphs of type 0, we shall omit the two last components of the 
definition and simply talk of hypergraphs. Clearly, with any n-hyprrgraph G, we 
can associate a unique hypergraph Go (called the underfying hypergraph ) by simply 
discarding these two last components. In this way, we can consider an n- hyperl raph 
G as a triple: G = (Go, srcG, n). 

A sourced hypergraph is $nite whenever both sets VG and EG are finite. Such 

hypergraphs have been defined in [4]. A very similar notion has been introduced 
independently in [ 181. 

A sourced hypergraph is bounded when VG is finite and has focaffy $nite degree 
when every vertex has finite degree, where the degree of a vertex v is the number 
of times v appears as a vertex of some hyperedge of the hypergraph. 

Let X be a ranked alphabet whose elements x, , . . . , x,,, . . . will be called uariabfes. 
The set of hypergraphs with variables in X over the alphabet A is the set wx (A v X j, 
Most definitions and results hold for hypergraphs with or without *variables. The 
variables will explicitly appear only when necessary, 

3.2. Examples 

(i) Numerous examples of finite sourced hypergraphs may be found in f4]* Let 
us simply recall that with each integer n, we associate the discrete n-hypergraph fi 
having n distinct isolated vertices, no hyperedge and a source mapping sending 
i E [ra] to the ith vertex of g. This hypergraph will be drawn as 

1 2 Il- I 

Its underlying hypergraph is merely [n]. 
Similarly, with a lette. a E A with rank n, we associate the n-hypergraph a with 

n distinct vertices, one hyperedge labelled by a, and source mzpying sending i E ifi] 

to the ith vertex of a (Fig. 4). 

a 
. . . 
. . . 

1 ? 3 n- 1 n 

Fig. 4. 
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b 

Fig. 5. 

a . . . 
b 

c . . . 

(ii) The 2-hypergraph G, shown in Fig. 5 is infinite, but has a locally finite 
degree. This 2-hypergraph might be formally described by 

A = (a, b, c), Vc; = EG =N, n=2,vertG(1)=1.2, 
vertJi)=vertG(l, i+l).vert&, i+2), 
vertG(i+l)=vertG(l, i).vert,(l, i+3), 
vertJi+2) =vert,(2, i).vert,(2, i+3), 
lab&) = b, lab&+ 1) = a, lab,(i+2) = c, 
src& 1) = 1, src&2) = 2. 
(iii) The 2-hypergraph Gz shown in Fig. 6 is bounded but not finite, hence does 

not have a locally finite degree (a formal definition is left to the reader). 

Fig. 6. 

3.3. Hlrpergraph morphisms 

3. Let G and G’ be two concrete sourced hypergraphs with respective 
types n and n’. A morphism of source2 hypergraphs g : G --j G’ is a triple g = 
( Vg, Eg, cp) of arrows in Set such that 

satisfy the following conditions: 

labG = labGSo Eg, 

Vg*overtG = vertclo Eg, 

?fg”srcG =srcGso(g 

(where Vg* 
expressing t 

icaH extension of Vg to the monoid of wo 
f the following diagrams in the category 
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lab, 

r 1 n - [n’] 

3.3.2. Lemma. Vre set of morphisms of concrete n-hypergraphs is closed under composi- 
tion (defined componentwise). For any sourced hypergraph, the identity morphism is 
the unique morphism whose components are all set identities. 

It follows from this lemma that, with the morphisms we have just defined, the 
set Q@“(A) of concrete sourced hypergraphs is a category. Restricting to finite 
hypergraphs and corresponding morphisms we obtain the category Cc@(A) of finite 
sourced hypergraphs (as introduced in [4]). 

Restricting the morphisms to those whose third component 4p is the identity on 
[n], we define for each integer n the category of concrete n-hypergraphs that we 
shall denote by 5&z(A). We qhall let CC@,(A) denote the full subcategory of finite 
n-hypergraphs (note: the greater generality of cC&LIc(A) will be needed only in the 
second part). 

Finally, we shall let the category W”(A) be the union of the categories CFBc(A) 
for n&l. 

3.3.3. Lemma. A morphism of sourced hypergraphs is a monomorphism (resp. an 
epimorphism, resp. an isomorphism) iff its components are such when considered as 
arrows in Sets. 

3.3.4. Abstract hypergraphs 

As noticed in [4], many properties of hypergraphs do not depend on any specific 
enumeration of their hyperedges or vertices. This leads us to consider for each of 
the categories of concrete hypergraphs that we have heretofore defined, the associ- 
ated skeletal [28] category of abstract hypergraphs which, if needed, will be denoted 
merely by omitting the prefix CF. 

3.4. Theorem. The category @&F(A) has the following properties: 
(i) it is cocomplete hence is w-complete and has pushouts, 

(ii) the discrete n-hypergraph n is an initial object of the category and for any object - 
G we let & denote the unique arrow J_, : g + G, 

(iii) $9 is an w-continuous endofi vbor of H%:(A), its @points form a category -. 
which has an initial object. 

roof. (iii) is a mere consequence of (i) and (ii) thanks to Theorem 2.5 
could be given a direct proof which is merely a lengthy routine checking. 
to give here a shorter proof using ‘i‘heorem 2.6.2, hence inspired from [ 161. 
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Let 9 be the endofunctor of Set which sends a set V to the set V* of words over 

V and any arrow h : V --) W to its extension h* to words. Then the comma category 

= (Se&$!?) is the category whose objects are triples (E, V, vertG : E ---* ii? V = V*) 
where E and V are two sets, i.e. the category of directed unlabelled hypergraphs 
(the arrows of the comma category are actually hypergraph morphisms). It follows 

from Theorem 2.6.2 that G is cocomplete. 

Now let A be a ranked alphabet and let d be the hypergraph 

}*) in G, where { } denotes the one element set (vert, is a 

kind of “representation” of the arity function 7). Then G&,“(A) is the comma 

category (G&-@ (defined with B = A, S= IA, C = 1 and 9? sending the only object 

1 of 1 to ti). Indeed the objects of this category are triples (G, I, labG : G 3 S@ 
where lab, is a hypergraph morphism, i.e. a pair (k : E ---* A, h : V --, ( 
ve& 0 k = h*overtG. Its component k is the actual labelling of the hypergraph. It 

follows from Theorem 2.6.2 that cCC3F(A) is cocomplete. 

Let n = (8, [n]. 0) be the discrete hypergraph with n vertices. Then C@:(A) = 
(n~CFCS~(A)) is +he category of objects of CUB,“(A) under n (a comma category with -- - 
ri = C = w;(A), ‘3 = Id, B = 1 and 9 sending 1 to [n]), i.e. of triples 
(1, G,src,:n-, G). 

Now let 9: J + a@:(A) be a diagram, namely 9 sends any arrow i ---* j into a 

commuting diagram 

It defines a diagram &: J --* US,“(A) with colimiting cocone 9i s G and the _ 
commutation properties of the diagram show that (G, giosrc,) IS a colimiting cocone 

for the original diagram. This concludes the proof of (i). 

Lastly, it follows from the definition of CFBz(A) as a category of objects under 
n that g is an initial object of the category. ci 

3.5. Operations on hypergraphs [4] 

In this section, we briefly recall from [4] the definition of three elementary 

operations on hypergraphs, whose composition will define some interesting functors. 

3.51. Sum of two hypergraphs 

Let W’ and H” be two (concrete) hypergraphs of respective types n’ and n”. The 

sum H’O H” of these two hypergraphs is the (n’+ n”)-hypergraph H = 
(HO, srcH, n’+ n”) where: 

Ho is the disjoint union of the O-hypergraphs H’” and H”“, 
srcH(i)=srcH, (i) for 1 s is n’, srcH(i)=ST’cH”(i-n’) for n’< is n’+n”. 
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sum of two hypergraphs is a distinguished element of the 

the coproduct of the two hypergraphs in the category of 

In other words, the 

isomorphism class of 

sourced hypergraphs. 

3.5.2. Redejnition of sources 

For any map Q : b] + [p], the source redefinition mapping Ida is defined as 
follows: 

for any concrete n-hypergraph H = (Ho, sic,.,, n), 

q(H)=(H”, srcH+ n). 

3.5.3. Source fusion 
For any equivalence relation S on [n], the source fusing mapping OS is defined 

by: if H = (H”, SrcH, n), O,(H) = (H’“, srcH#, n) where 

VHe is the quotient of VH by the equivalence relation 

V z V’ e V = V’ or (v=srcH(i) and 89’ = srcH( i’) for some (i, i’) E 6, 

EHl= EH, 
ve&#‘=f rt eve H where f is the canonical surjection OH ---* I&’ 

lab,1 = labH and srcHt = srcH. 

3.5.4. 

Various examples explaining and illustrating the use of these operations will be 

found in [4]. 

3.5.5. Definition. A functor is ranked if its object component maps n-hypergraphs 

into n-hypergraphs. A functor 9 is a derived operator if it is a composition of the 

three basic operation functors 0, u,, 0,. 

The following result is quite straightforward. 

3.5.6. Proposition. 0 defines an o-continuous bifunctor from E@:(A) X 6621(A) to 

G%+,,4A), a, is an o-continuous functor from C.K!Y~( A) to Cc@,“(A) and @5 is an 
w-continuous endofunctor of CC@:(A). If an endofunctor 9 of 66”(A) is a derived 
operator, it is o-continuous and has a jixpoint. 

emsrk. This set of operations as defined originally in [4], has no intrinsic 

good properties besides its simplicity and may in other situations be replaced by 

variou:; sets of ad hoc operations, with the same g erating power but dices woper- 
ties. Nevertheless, they will perfectly fit our own 
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3.6. Substitution 

efinition. Let G be an n-hypergraph with one occurrence of a variable x 

of type m, i.e. one hyperedge ei of which is labelled by x. Let then r be the 

(n + m)-hypergraph defined by (with 1 denoting restriction): 

VI. = V& El. = EG - {e,}, lab1 = labG 1 Er, vertfT = vertG r El-, 

srcl- : [ ii+ m] -+ V,., 

k --* src&) for ldcSn, 

veti,-(k-n,ei) for n+lskkn+m. 

The hypergraph r is said to be the context of the occurrence of x in G and we 

write G = T[x]. The vertices of the hyperedge ei labelled by x will be called the 
occurrence vertices of x. They are the vertices common to the context and to the 

occurrence of the variables. The following result is but a rephrasing of the definition. 

X6.2. Lemma. If G = r[x], then G = a,&( r@ x) where 6 E Equiv[n + m + m] is 

generatedby{(n+i,n+m+i)/l-r (‘~.m)andcu:[n]-,[n+m+m]isthecanonical 

injection. 

3.6.3. Substitution [4] (or hyperedge replacement [IS]) 
Let G = T[x] be an n-hypergraph with one occurrence of a variable x of type m 

and let H be an m-hypergraph. Then, the result of the substitution of H for x in G 

is the n-hypergraph G’ = T[H/x] = a,@,(I’@ H) (with cy and 6 as defined in the 

previous lemma). 

3.6. roposition. Any j%te or infinite n-hypergraph G = r[x] with one occurrence 
of a variable x of type m gives rise to a derived operator 9Q from CUB z( A v X) to 
Cr@z(Aw X) whose object component maps r[x] into r[H/x]. Inother words, 
substitution is un w-continuous functor. 

roof. At set level the result of the substitution is defined by V& = (V’u V,)/= 
where = is the equivalence relation generated by the pairs (srcr( k + n), srcH (k)) 
for all k, 1 s k < m, 

EG’= E,. v EH’ labGl = lab,- u lab,+ 

vertGf = vert[- u vert,# srcGt = srcG. 

The arrow component 9,. is defined for any arrow g : H ---* H’ to be the identity 

on r and g on H. 0 

Intuitively, the hyperedge of G corrT,ponding to the variable x has been removed 

and replaced by the hypergraph the sources of H being glue the corresponding 
sources of the context of X. The simultaneous substitution of for all occurrences 
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of the variable x in G is defined in the very same way, only the formal definition 

is slightly more awkward. 

Indeed, assuming that G has p occurrences of the m-variable x, we can write 

G = T[xp] = CTJ~~(/~@~@~ l l 0~) for some appropriate cy and S, x appearing p 
times in the expression. The previous construction clearly defines a derived operator 

F,. from (mz(A))r into W:(A). The substitution functor is now defined to be 

the composition 9”. of Fr and of the diagonal functor Ap : N&~(A) ---) (6B~(A))P 
which sends any object H to the p-uple (H, . . . , H) and any arrow to the correspond- 

ing p-uple. 
Similarly, the definition may be extended to simultaneous substitution for a finite 

number of variables. Note that this substitution may be (and has been) described 

in a purely categorical framework as a pushout (cf. [ 141 and [4] where the algebraic 

and categorical approach are shown to coincide). 

3.7. Subhypergraphs 

3.7.1. Definition. Let G and G’ be two n-hypergraphs. We say that G is a sub-n- 
hypergraph of G’ if: 

VGE VG’ 

EG c &-’ 
lab, = 1abC t EG, 
vertG = vert& EG, 
SrCG = srcG#. 

Note that this notion of sub-n-hypergraph respects the sources of the n-hyper- 
graphs. However, when there are no sources (i.e. n = 0), this notion is exactly the 

classical notion of a subhypergraph. 

The frontier fr( G’, G) of G in G’ is the set of vertices of G belonging to a 

hyperedge of G’ which is not in G. 

If G = T[x] is a hypergraph with a variable x and e is a hyperedge labelled with 

an occurrence of the variable x, the occurrence vertices of (this occurrence) of x 

are precisely the vertices in the frontier in G of the hypergraph reduced to the 

hyperedge e. 

3.7.2. Proposition. (i) Let H be a sub-n-hypergraph of H’. Then there exists an 
m-hypergraph G such that H’= H[Glx], where x is an m-variable labelling an extra 

hyperedge glued to the frontier of H in IT, 
(ii) Let H be an n-hypergraph, H’ an n’-hypergraph and let us assume that Ho is 

a subhypergraph of H’” (i.e. with no sources involved) but that s not a sub-n- 

hypergraph of H’. PThen there exists an integer m and an (n’+ m) 
that H’= G(Hlx]. In this case, we say that is the context of 
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Proof. (i) We let the underlying hypergraph Go of G be defined as follows: 
v, = vH’- VH v fr( H’, H), 

EG = E,,‘- EH, 

labG = labHtr G, 
vertG = vert,J G. 
Let m be the cardinality of the frontier of H in H’ and let srcG( [ m]) be precisely 

this frontier. Let x be a variable x of type m. We can consider H as an (n + 
m) -hypergraph by adding src& [ m]) to its own sources and set H’ = H[ G/x]. 

(ii) Let Go be same hypergraph as in (i). Then, we let G have as sources 
src,,([n’]) u fr( H’, H). Now if we let x be a variable of type m = #fr( H’, H) we 

can write H’= G[H/x]. 0 

3.8. Approximations of an in@ite hypergraph 

3.8.1. A sequence of jinite hypergraphs approximating an injinite hypergraph 
Let G = (E, V, vertG, labG, srcG) be an n-hypergraph and I C_ V be the set of its 

isolated vertices which are not sources. 
Let us assume that enumerations E : N + E of the set of hyperedges and u : N --, I 

of the set of isolated vertices are given. Let p : N --* (0, 1) be the characteristic 
mapping of the domain of v. 

We can now enumerate the vertices of G in the following way: 
first we take the sources of G in the same order, obtaining p. distinct elements 
for some 1 G p. S n, 

then we alternatively enumerate the vertices of the hyperedges of G in the order 
given by e and the isolated vertices in the order given by v. 
More precisely, if p(ei) is the number of vertices of ei which have not yet been 

enumerated, those vertices will be numbered by some integers k with 

j=i-1 j=i 

Pi-l=PO+ jz, P(ej)sksPO+ 1 p(ej), 
j=l 

and we shall set pi = p,+ +p( ei) + p( i) in order to take into account the ith isolated 
vertex. 

Let us set Go= 5 and let Gi = (Ei, Vi, vertG,, lab+ src& be the n-hypergraph 
defined in the following way for i 2 1: 

Ei={ej=e(j)(lSj~i)~ E, 

&={Uj~l~j~pi, UjEvert(e~, or ej=V(k) for some ki}c V, 

vertc;,, lab,,, srcG, are the restriction of vert,, labG, srcG to Ei and Vi. 
The proof of the following proposition is now routine checking. 

3. The canonical monomorphisms Li : Gi + Gi+l for i 2 0 deJine an 

o-diagram (that we shall call an approximating diagram for G) whose u-limit is the 

original hypergraph G. Of course, the result still holds if G is-finite. 
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The approximation problem may also be considered from the point of view of 

morphisms. Namely, let us assume that we are given two hypergraphs G and G’ 

with two approximating diagrams (G,,, L,,),,~~ and (GL, L:),,,~~ colimiting cocones 

(G, 3/n)nErm and (G’, $,)nErml and a morphism g : G --, G’. 

For any integer n, the restriction of g to G,l defines a subhypergraph of G’. Since 
the category of hypergraphs is algebroidal, there is an integer l(n) and an arrow 
g,, : G,, --) G c(n) such that, if m is any other integer m 2 n, one has &,, ),&( M ,ogn = 

grill o&z, where for p s q, ~r,~ denotes the composition of all the L’ from p to q. 
This construction defines an o-diagram 2 = (g,, (L,, L&( n ,)) in the category of 

arrows. It is now readily checked that: 

3.8.3. Proposition. The cocone (g, ( yn, & ,, ,)) over 2 is a colimiting cocone in the 
category of arrows. 

Or, in other words, that the morphism g is approximated by the sequence (g,,),EN. 

We can now investigate some structural properties of the category of n-hyper- 

graphs. 

3.8.4 Lemma. Any finite n-hypergraph is a finite object in the category NBz( A). 

Proof. Let H =(EH, V’, vert,,, labH, srcH) be a finite n-hypergraph and (Gi, gi)icN 
be an al-diagram in W:(A) with w-limit C = (EG, V& vertG, labG, t;rc& and 

o-limiting cone (G, ri). Let h : H + G be an n-hypergraph morphism, i.e. a pair 

(Eh, Vh) of set mappings satisfying the required commutation relations. Since both 

EH and VH are finite, there exist some integer N such that Et.., E EG,Y and V,, E V& 

Moreover there are unique inclusion mappings I: E,., ---* EGN and J: V,, ---) V,, in 

Set defining an n-hypergraph monomorphism VN : H + GN such that h = TN 0 vN. 

Foranyna N, v=gnog,,-lo* l l ’ gN 0 uN is the unique arrow such that h = y 0 v,,. Cl 

Most of the interesting properties of infinite hypergraphs arise from the following. 

3.8.5. Theorem. The category of hypergraphs is algebroidal. 

Proof. Parts (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.7.1 have been proved respectively in 

Proposition 3.8.2 and Theorem 3.4. Part (i) follows from the previous lemma. Cl 

Let us now assume either that a recursive enumeration x : N + A of the alphabet 

is given or that for each integer n, the set A,, of letters of arity n is finite (in which 

case such an enumeration is easily built). For such a x, we ret p : A + N be such 

that p(a) = i @ x(i) = a. Then: 

.6. Proposition. The objects and arrows of the subcategory offinite hypergraphs c dn 

be enumerated in sue”, a way that the category a:( 1 of hypergraphs is effectively 
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given. Then, a hypergraph G is effectively given if and only if its sets of hyperedges 
and isolated vertices can be recursively enumerated (i.e. if the mapping E and v of 

Section 3 3.1 are recursive ). 

Proof. Let us first define an effective enumeration of the objects of g&(A). Let 

G = (V& &, lab,, src& n) be a finite n-hypergraph, with VG = {v, , . . . , vp} and 

srcG(bl) = h,, . . l ) vF,,). Let p = # VG, q = #&, IwI be the length of a word w, let 

LG = {II 9 . . . , l(,} be ordered lexicographically with respect to the e umeration x of 

A, let I, = Vi, . . . Vi, ,, , and ai = labG( Ii). 

We associate wiih’ G the following uniquely deJined sequence of integers: 

(n, P, 4, ihi, dd, ~I,.I,. . . 9 i~,l,. . l y l&,1, da,), $.I,. . . 9 i~~,,j+ sl,. . . 9 s,) which 
cleally provides us in the usual way with a Gtidel numbering of the set of finite 
hypergraphs. 

The rest of the proposition follows routinely. Cl 

4. Hypergraph expressions 

In this section, we briefly recall the algebraic framewc :k which has been developed 
in [4] and show how it can be extended to infinite hypergraphs. This will provide 

us with a second way to approach problems on hypergraphs whose relationship 

with the earlier one will be described in Section 4.4. Both methods will be used 

simultaneously in the sequel. 

4.1. Preliminaries (cf [9]) 

4.1.1. 
Let 9’ be a set called the set of sorts. An SP-signature F is a set of symbols given 

with two mappings cy : F --* Y* (the arity mapping) and c : F * 9 (the sort map- 

ping). The projle off E F is the word a(f) + a( f ), its rank is the integer Ia< f )I. 
A symbol is constant if its rank is 0. Whenever necessary, a subset U = 

{x &I,** 19**-9 .} of F wilr be singled out and its elements called variables. 

4.1.2. Tree domains 
Let n be an integer. A tree domain is a subset 9 of [n]* such that: 

9 is prefix closed (if IY,, p E [n]“, cup E .5@ da E C@), 
if (Y E [n]“, 1 d i 6j ai*).! aj E 533 then ai E CB. 
Let n be the maximum arity of a symbol in F. An expression over the signature 

F is a partial mapping y * [n - l]* ---) F whose domain is a tree domain and such 
that for a! E Dom( y)9 if rank( y( a)) = k then ai E Dom( y) C+ 1 s i s j. 

An expression is finite if Dom( y) is finite, infinite otherwise. Let E"(F) (resp. 
(F)) denote the set of infinite (resn. finite) expressions over E 

A node u E Dom( y) is an occurrence of the symbol s in y if y(u) = s. We let 

occ( ‘y9 s) denote the set of occurrences of the symbol s in y. 
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The subexpression of y issued from the node u is the expression 6 with domain 

{v 1 uv E Dom( y)} and such that t(v) = y( uv). We let sub(y) denote the set of 

subexpressions of y. 

An expression is regular if it has only a finite number of distinct subexpressions. 
The set of terminal nodes of an expression @ : D --* F is the set of nodes labelled 

by a constant (its leaves): 

@,={uEL)Irank(@(u))=O}. 

An expression is ZocaZZy jinite if all its nodes nre prefix of some terminal node, 

non-proper if none is such. If a node u is not a prefix of some terminal node, it is 

clear that the subexpression rooted in u is non-proper. 

4.1.3. Many-sorted magmas (or heterogeneous algebras) 
A many-sorted F-magma is a family M = (MS, s E 3’) of sets together with a family 

of mapping $: MF, x . l l x MS,, ---, M, for each f in F with profile s, . . . s, --, s. 

It is well known (see e.g. [9] or [15]) that the set E(F) of expressions over the 

signature F has a canonical structure of F-magma and that this F-magma is initial 

in the category of F-magmas. This means that for any other F-magma , there is 

a unique arrow (morphism of F-magmas) evalM : E(F) ---, M (given by a simple 
recursive definition). 

4.1.4. Definition. A system of regular equations is a finite system of the form C = 

(X* =c X, l,==*, = E,,), where U = {x,, . . . , x,} is a finite set of unknowns, and for 

each integer i, 1 s is n, Ci is a finite expression with variables in U, and Xi and Zi 

are of the same sort. If the Zi’s are not required to be finite, the system is called 

generalized. If they are regular expressions, then the system is said to be extended. 

A component to the solution to such a system is called a regular expression. 
A comprehensive treatment of the methods used to solve such a system in the 

homogeneous case may be found in [9], which is easily transposed to the many-sorted 

setting. It is fairly well known that two approaches are available, a metric approach 

and an order theoretic approach, but we shall only be interested here in the latter. 

Let us simply recall that one must then add to the set of symbols a bottom element 

for each of the sorts. The main result is that an extended system of regular equations 
has a least solution (with respect to some order relation) whose components are 

regular. 

We shall not go any further into this theory. Necessary definitions and results 

will be presented in our own setting in Definition 4.Lt.l. 

4.2. Hypergraph expressions 

.I. . We let f+J be considered as a set of sorts. Then, with any ranked 

alphabet A with rank function 7 : A --) N we associate an N-sorted signature WA 

which consists of the following symbols: 
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(1) Constant symbols: 

a with profile ( + T(a)) for each letter a in A, 

n with profile ( + n) for each integer n E N. 

(2) Operator symbols: 

0 t1,lH with profile (n, m --* n + w) for each pair (n, m) E N’, 

u %kp with profile (n + p) for each pair (n, p) E N’ and each mapping 

“‘bl+Pl, 
ofi, F, with profile (n + n) for each n E N and each equivalence relation 

S on [n]. 

We let E”(A) (resp. E(A)) be simpler notations for the many-sorted magma 

E”(W,) (resp. E(W,)) of hypergraph (resp. finite hy; Irgraph) expressions over A 
(with tree domains over (0, 1)"). 

If X is a ranked alphabet whose elements of rank n will again be called n-uariables, 
we let E”(A, X) = E”(A u X) be the many-sorted magma of hypergraph expressions 
over A with variables in X. 

It follows from Section 4.1.3 that every finite hypergraph expression may be 

eva!uated to a finite hypergraph. The unique evaluation mapping 

evaI,- : E(A) ---, W(A) which is recursively defined by 

evaI,- = g, 

evaI,- = _n, 

evai,-(O,,,,,) = 0, 

evaI,-( O,,,,) = O,, 

ev&d c.,l,p ) = aa 9 

evaI,-(s( @, , . . . , (Pk)) = eval,(s)(eval& a,), . . . , evaI,-( ak)), 

associates with any finite hypergraph expression a unique finite hypergraph (the 
hypergraph denoted by the expression). Of course, many distinct hypergraph 

expressions may be evaluated to the same hypergraph. 

4.2.2. Examples 
Various examples of finite hypergraph expressions together with their interpreta- 

tions have been given in [4] to which the reader is referred. Here, we shall only 

give examples of infinite hypergraph expressions which intuitively denote the sample 

infinite hypergraphs of Section 3.2. We shall see later on that they actually denote 

these hypergraphs with a very precise meaning. 
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(i) The hypergraph G2 may be deccribed by the following expression: 

?;{O, 1)* + HA 

(ool)* * cx,2,4 

(001)“O - % 1,3M2.4~~.4 

(001)“00 - 02.2 

(OOl)*OOO - a 

which may be graphically represented by< the infinite tree shown in Fig. 7 (with the 

same tree reproduced at the . . .). 

c 
~2.4 

1 

0 

\1 
( ( 1 ,3)(2,4)),4 

a: I21 __j 141 
1 t----_) 1 

21-----)2 

0 

1 
( ( 1,3)(2,4)),4 

a 

Fig. 7. 

(ii) In a similar way, the hypergraph G, may be described by a hypergraph 

expression with the same tree domain which may be depicted by the tree shown in 

Fig. 8 (. . . is to denote the reproduction of the same tree at that place) (the expression 

is more complex and will be left to the reader). 

4.2.3. First-order substitution 

For any set of variables X, let us define a first-order substitution c to be a ranked 

mapping from X into P( “(A u X)), i.e. a mapping such that a(x) E P( UX)) 

whenever T(X) = n. Then the result of the application of u to a finite hypergraph 
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c 
a ,2.4 

\1 
1 

0 

L ((1,3)(2,4)),4 

0 
292 

I( I 
b @a ,2,4 

L 
2 

4x1: (21 __I_) [41 

1-1 

2-2 

a2: 121 --+ r41 

1-1 

2-3 
0 

\1 {(2,4)),4 

0 

L ( (2,4)),4 

a 

Fig. 8. 

expression ~0 is the hypergraph expression o(q) where every x-labelled leaf of (9 
has been replaced by some element in a(n). It must be noted that such a substitution 
is a non-deterministic mapping. 

Let us now consider a very simple case. Let 50 be a finite hypergraph expression 
with type n presenting an x-labelled leaf, for some x of rank p, and let cp’ be a finite 
hypergraph expression of type p. Let cp[(c’/x] denote the result of the substitution 
of cp’ for that occurrence of x in cp. 

The recursive evaluation of cp gives out an n-hypergraph G = eval&). Let 
V ,I***, v,, be the vertices of G corresponding to the x-labelled leaf and let G = ev( q) 
be the n +p-hypergraph with underlying hypergraph Go and source mapping 

src,:[nSp]+ VG 

j e src,(j) for 1 ej s n, 

Then a routine proof shows that: 
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4.2.4. Lemma. (i) evalG(QIQ’/x]) = -&!&(eV(Q)@e <-( Q')) for some nlappiflg 

a : [n] 3 [n + 2p] and some equivalence relation 6 on ‘2Pl* 
(ii) eval,-( 4p[ cp’/x]) = w( q)[evalc( cp’)/u], i.e. ev( cp) ahe context of evalc( Q ‘) in 

ev&dQEQ’lPlh 

4.3. Direct evaluation of an inj%ite hypergraph expressi 

In this section, we show how to interpret directly infinite expression as an 
infinite hypergraph (i.e. without any reference to the y of interpreting its finite 
subexpressions by the canonical morphism evalc . The relationship between those 
two approaches will be studied in Section 4.4). 

4.3.1. Proposition. Any hypergraph expression @ eval an abstract hypergraph 
G which will be called the canonical hypergraph den Qi. More formally there 
is a canonical mapping evaI= from E”(A) to W”(A). the expression is infinite, 
the evaluation is not effective. 

Proof. Let @ be a (possibly ir_C ;lite) hypergraph expr ssion. To define the corre- 

sponding hypergraph G we first set 

lab&u) = G(u). 

We now deh.le a set V of “prevertices”: 

V={u; iluEDom(@) and Niso(@(u))}, 

i.e. with each node u of the expression of sort n, we associate n vertices. If this 

node is a leaf labelled by some constant a, it defines a hyperedge with vertices: 

u; I ,..., u;n.Letussetvert(u)=u; l,..., u;n. 
We must now explain how the elements will be glued together to form the required 

infinite hypergraph. Since the general construction is rather formal, we shall first 

describe the method for a very simple finite expression. Let Q be the expression on 

the alphabet {a, b} with T(a) = 2 and r(b) = 3 which is depicted in Fig. 9. 

With Q we associate the following set of hyperedges and labelling: 

EG = {000,001001} and labG = ((000, a), (001001,b)). 

With the root E of the expression whose label has sort 2, we associate the elements 

~1 and ~2, written as 1 and 2. Proceeding, each node of the tree yields the set 

v = { 1,2,0; 1,o; 2,0; 3,0; 4,O; 5,oo; I, GO; 2,30; 3,00; 4,00; 5, 

000; 1,000; 2,001; 1,001; 2,001; 3,OOlO; 1,OOlO; 2,OOlO; 3, 

0010; 4,OOlO; 5,00100; 1,OOlOO; 2,OOlOI; 1,OOlOI; 2,00101; 3) 

consisting of 27 prevertices, some of whit 

and build the hypergraph G denoted by Q. 

entify to glue the hyperedges 
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a : 121 - Es1 
a= { (1,3), (2,111 

8 generated by {(1,5!,(2, 

a’ : [33 + [51 
a'= {(1,2),(2,4),(3,3)) 

Fig. 9. 

As an example, let us choose two elements of V: 000; 2 and 0010; 4. Must we 
identify them or do they correspond to different vertices? 

The first one comes from the node labelled by u, the second one from the deepest 

node labelled by CS3. Going up the tree, the latter will be renumbered by u~~,~,~ as 
the second vertex coming from this node, hence must be identified with 001; 2. 

Then, it will be renumbered by @2,3 as the 4th source, whi!e the element 000; 2 will 

be renumbered as the 2nd one. Let us keep climbing up the tree: && fuses the 2nd 

and 4th sources to its argument. Hence, the two elements we have considered will 
have to be identified during the evaluation of the expression. 

Using these arguments, the reader will easily check that the above graph evaluates 
to as shown in Fig. 10. 

a 

Fig. IO. 

We may now turn to the formal proof of the proposition. 

Let # : om( @) >r: V -+ N be the partial mapping (called the renumbering mupping) 
ned in the followi 
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# (1.4, u; i) = i, 

let u’ be any prefix of u where # (u’, u; i) is defined. If u’ = tk with k = 0 or 1, 

we shall set: 

if @(t) = O,, 
k=O, # (t, u; i)=# (u’, u; i), 

k=l, #(t,u;i)=p+#(u’,u;i), 

if W) = q,, 5 if cu( i’) = i then # (t, u; i) = i’ 

else undefined, 

if @(t) = O,,,,, # (t, u; i) = # (u’, u; i), 

undefined otherwise. 

The mapping # may be computed at any node w prefix of u. We let p be the 

equivalence relation on V generated by the set {(u; i, v; j) 13 w E Dom( a), prefix of 

u and v such that G(w) = O,,,, and (# (w, u; i), # (w, vj)) E 6). 
We then set VG = V/p with canonical surjection p and vertG = ~_~overt. 

LetR={wEDom(@)(@(w)=o o,n,p) and let wO be such that 1 w,l = min{ 1 wI 1 w E R}. 
Then n is the sort of @, hence of G and p( u; i) is a source of G if and only if 

#(w, u; i)=a(j) for somejE[n]. 

We let the equivalence class of G = (&, V& vertG, lab,, cy, n) be the abstract 

hypergraph denoted by the expression @. Cl 

The following lemma extends Lemma 4.2.4 to infinite expressions. 

4.3.2. Lemma. Let @ be a hypergraph expression of type n with one x-labelled leaf and 

@’ be a hypergraph expression of type T(X). Then 

eval,( @[ a’/.- 1) = eval,( @)[eval,( @‘)/xl 

eval,( @[ W/x]) = crJ &(eval,( @)@eval,( a’)) 

for some mapping (Y : [n] + [n+2~(x)]andsomeequivalencerelationSon [n+2r(x)]. 

Proof. We use the tools defined in Proposition 4.3.1. Let u be the node of @ where 
the substitution takes place, let p, p’ and p” be the equivalence re!ations associated 

with @, @’ and @[@‘/x3. Let U; i and w; j be two prevertices generated by @’ and 

uv; i, uw; j be the corresponding prevertices of @[@‘/xl. Now, the pair (uv;i, uw; j) 

belongs to p” iff there exists some node t of @[@‘/xl prefix of uv and uw, labelled 

by SOme @6.p,q and such that (#( t, uv; i), #( t, uw; j)) belongs to 6. 

It follows from this definition of p” that for any node z on a path from t to u in 

the tree, the pair ((z; #(z, uv; i), (z; #(z, uw;, j)) belongs to p”. 

Let us first assume that u is a prefix of t, i.e. that t = ut’. Then v = t’v’ and w = t’w’ 

and clearly, to say that (uv; i, uw; j) belongs to p” amounts to saying that f v’; i, 
w’; j) belongs to p’. 
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On the other hand, if t s u, i.e. if u = tu’, if (uu; i, uw; j) belongs to p” then, in 

particular ((u; #(u, uu; i), (u; #(u, uw; j)) belongs to p. 
This means that two hyperedges of the expression @[W/x] coming from W, 

generate a common vertex if either they do so in W itself, or they generate source 
vertices of W which will be glued by the substitution. 0 

4.3.3. Examples 
As suggested earlier, it is easily checked from the previous results that the 

hypergraph expressions of Section 4.2.2 actually denote the hypergraphs they were 

claimed to denote. Let us rather look at an example of a non-proper hypergraph 

expression such as the following: 

((ooo)*(ool)*)*o ++ Ofi4, . 

((ooo)*(ool)*)*oo - a.29 

where the graph of cy : [2] -+ [4] is {( 1, l), (2,3)} and 6 is generated by {( 1,4), (2,3)}, 

which might be depicted by the “complete binary tree” drawn in Fig. 11. 

0 
(&4 

-+u 

0 
9 

I( k” 

. . . . . . 

It is clear from Proposition 4.5 ’ 

hypergraph of type 2 since none ob 

since 6 has only two equivalence 

Fig. 11. 

that such an expression evaluates to a discrete 

its leaves can generate a hyperedge. oreover, 
classes, the hypergraph has only two distinct 
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vertices. Hence from the definition of cy, this hypergraph is isomorphic to the 

2-hypergraph 2. 

This example shows that any hypergraph expression of this kind with type n 
evaluates to the discrete n-hypergraph _n, hence is equivalent (in some sense to be 

made precise later on) to the constant n. 

.3.4. Lemma. For any hypergraph expression Cp there exists a locally finite hypergraph 
expression a’ such that eval,( @) and eval,( @‘) are isomorphic. 

Proof. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3, that any non-proper 

subexpression of @ with type n may be replaced by an n-labelled leaf. Therefore, 
in what follows we shall be mainly concerned with locally finite expressions, that 

is with expressions which do not contain any components of the aforementioned 

kind. q 

We shall call @’ the reduced expression of @. Of course, reducing an infinite 

hypergraph expression is not an efictive process, since checking that an expression 

is not locally finite is not effective. 

4.4. Order-theoretic properties of the set of infinite hypergraph expressions 

In this section we briefly recall some fundamental properties of infinite 

expressions. All definitions and results are adapted from [9] where more details 

may be found. 

4.4.1. Definitions. Let us consider the following binary relation on “(A): @=s @‘a 

Dom( @) E I@‘) and for u E Dom( @), a(u) = G’(u) except perhaps if 0(u) = n for 
some n E N. 

It is easily seen that 6 is a partial order on “(A) and that for each n E N, n is 

the least element of ET(A), i.e. that n plays the role of the symbol 0 in the case 

of ordinary infinite trees. 

If p E E(A) and qc 6 @ we say that cp is a finite approximant of @. In the sequel 

finite expressions will L sually be denoted by a lower case greek letter, while upper 

case greek letters will be used to denote infinite expressions. 

Reorem. (i) @ < @‘+ @ and @’ both have the same sort, 
@ 6 WH @’ E a( @) for some first-order substitution o, 

(iii) for each n E N, z(A) is an algebraic o-complete many-sorted II&-magma (i.e. 

every directed set has a least upper bouw? and any infinite expression is the least upper 
bound of an increasing sequence of finite expressions), 
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(iv) every o-continuous mapping of an w-complete many-sorted magma into itself 

has a least @point ( Tarski’s theorem ). 

roof. Result (i) is trivial. All other points are proved in [9]. Cl 

4.4.3. Systems of regular equations on expressions 
It is clear from the previous theorem that general definitions as presented in 

Definition 4.1.4 are easily transposed to the case of hypergraph expressions, yielding 

a notion of systems of regular equations and a way to solve them. 

4.4.4. The category of infinite hypergraph expressions 
As noted in Section 2.1, any (pre)ordered set may be viewed as a category. In 

particular, the set EC(A) of infinite hypergraph expressions may be interpreted as 

a category, whose objects are precisely the hypergraph expressions, i.e. the partial 
mappings @ : (0, 1)” ---* HIA, and where there is an arrow from @ to @’ whenever 

Q, s Q’. From the definition of the partial order, it follows that this arrow is induced 

by the inclusion mapping i : Dom( @) --) Dom( @‘). 
More precisely, @ s @‘@there exists a one-to-one mapping i : Dom( @) --* 

Dom( @‘) such that @’ = io @. 
In this context, Theorem 4.4.2(iii) may be understood as stating that Ezl A) is an 

algebroidal category (hence an initial o-complete category). 

We are now in a position to study the relationship between eval, and evaI,-. The 

following lemma is routine checking. 

4.4.5. Lemma. The mapping evaI,- dejnes a ranked functor from E(A) to a(A). 

The mapping eval, dejines an o-continuous ranked functor from E”(A) to m”(A). 

roposition. If CD isjinite then eval,( @) = eval,-( @). 

roof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the expression @. Since the 

proofs in all three cases are quite similar, we shall merely deal with one case: 

@, = %, .)I, .I,?( @z). 
From the-definition of evaI,- we know that 

and that evalc;u;,, ,,,, ,,,) evaluates to crCr,. 

The induction hypb;hesis is that evaI,- and oval, coincide on the subterm Qj2. Let 

G, be the element of the class of eval,( Gi) defined in the previous proposition (for 
i = 1,2). An isomorphism of n-hypergraphs G, = a,,,( G,) is built in the following 

way: 

peredge component is merely the bijection sending u to Ou whenever M is 

eredge-generatinlg leaf of the expression, 
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from the construction of the previous proposition, one has V, = (0; 1,. . . , 0; n,} u 

0 V2 where 0 V2 = {Ou; i 1 u; i E V}, is isomorphic to V2. 

Since the equivalence relation S2 is generated by the set 

((0~; i, Ou;j) I ( u; i, u;j)ESj}u((O; i,OO;j)la,(i)=j}, 

follows that there is a bijection between V,, and V& which is the required vertex 

component. Cl 

4.4.7. Theorem. evalmx is the unique o-continuou.; extension of oval,-. 

Proof. The theorem follows from Proposition 4.4.4 and Theorem 2.7.2 since 
is algebroidal and 6&~(A) is w-complete. 0 

4.5. Approximation in terms of hypergraph expressions 

Let us keep the same notations as in Section 3.8. We shall now build an increasing 

sequence of finite hypergraph expressions pi whose terms denote the Gj of Section 

3.8 and whose w-limit will denote G. 

4.5.1. Dejnitions 

Let the 9 be the tree domain decomposed as 

9 = (001)*+(001)*0+(001)*00+(001)*000= (ool)*(o)J*. 

A finite hypergraph expression with type n is in standard form with height N 3 1 

if: 

its domain is a prefix closed subset of the tree domain 9, 
for each integer k with 0s k s N - 1 there exists some !& = ( ak, Sk, nk, pk, ak) 

such that 

(OOV H Oltrl,,Cj_,.yr+PI, 9 

(001 To - @&.qr f/Q 9 

(001)“00 H o,, . {lr,, 

(OOl)“OOO* ak (with ~(a~) =pk, ak E Au(l)), 

(OO1)N I+ qN with pl 7ci integers, cyA: : [qk] + [qr, +pk], SI, E Equiv[qk +pk], and 

%vEN* 
Of course, an expression in standard form is locally finite. 

With each n-hypergraph G, we can associate an increasing seqtence 

(Qi )itN of hypergraph expressions of type n, in standard form of height i whose o&nit 

Q, denotes 6. If the hypergraph is finite, the sequence is constant for n mater than 

some sufjiciently large N,, ; if the hypergraph is eflectivel_y given, the sequmce itself is 

2flectively given. 
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roof. The construction of the sequence proceeds as follows using the notations of 

ction 4.5.1: 

let us first set q. = n which denotes Go = 2, 

let a, be the label of p” ; hyperedge e, of G and let the hypergraph 6: with type 

ql = n +p, be the context of G, in G. We let !P, = (a,, aI, 6,) ql, pl 5 a,) be such 

that G = a,,@&,O(a,, , (10 G:)), and we set 

lol= =a 

J4 
1 

,ra,p1+9 -1 
1 

B+41+P1-1 

1 
0 

-1 ,Q 

J 
p1 

I 
1 

a 
1 

which we abbreviate as 

a 
1 

We now define cpl inductively to be 

i.e. the result of the substitution of 
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where Vi = (ai, cu:, Si, qi, pi, a’), Q. = lab(ei), pi = r( a)i, 4’ = qi +pi, for some mapping 
oi and some equivalence relation Si and 

is meant to abbreviate an expression similar to pl. 
The proposition follows easily from this inductive definition, from Lemma 4.2.4 

and from Theorem 4.4.5. Cl 

roposition. Let H be an n-hypergraph and H’ be a finite sub-n-hypergraph 
of H. Let Q' be a hypergraph expression (in standard form) denoting H’. Then there 
exists a hypergraph expression @ (in standard form) denoting H such that Q'S 0. 

Proof. It is a consequence of the previous proposition, Proposition 3.7.2 and 
Lemma 4.3.2. 0 

It must be noticed that the converse is not true: if H’ is a (not necessarily finite) 
sub-n-hypergraph of H and @ an expression denoting H, there may be no sub- 
expression of 4p denoting H’. Indeed, we shall see in the next section that this is 
true only up to some rewriting of the expression. 

4.54. Proposition. The category E:(A) is effectively given, and the functor ev& is 
computable. 

Proof. Assuming that a recursive enumeration of A is given, an enumeration of the 
set of symbols on which expressions are built is easily defined. Finite hypergraph 
expressions can then be enumerated through the standard Giidel numbering. The 
proof of the rest of the proposition is lengthy but straightforward. 0 

5. Equivalence of hy 

5.1. nition. Let a! : [n] + [p], cu’ : [n’] -+ [p’] denote two mappings and S, 6’ two 
uivalence relations on [n] and [n’], respectively. We let: 
A be the trivial equivalence relation on [n] for any n E N, 

a+a’:[n+n’]+[p+p’] 
i - a(i), for 1SiSt-t 

i-p+a’(i), for n<iSn+n’, 

S + 6’ be the equivalence relation on [n + n’] generated by 

Sw{(n+i,n+j)l(i,j)E6’}, 
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a)( 6) denote the equivalence relation on [ p1 generated by the pairs (n(i), a(j)) 
for (i,j)E 6. 

5.2. Definition. L,et % denote the followirlg set of 12 equation schemes (where all 
types have been omitted for the sake of readability, and where u, v, w, . . . denotes 

hypergraph expressions of the appropriate types): 

UW 
(R2) 
(R3) 
(W 
(W 
(W 
(R7) 
(W 

(R9) 
(RlW 

(Rll) 
(Rl2) 

U~(U)Oa;,~(Vj = ucu+u* v 
0 ( )OO (v) 0 *i5 u quasi *fi’ z-- *fi+fit 

O,( u@ 1) = a,( O,.( u)) where’6 is the equivalence relation on [n + l] such 

that (i,n+l)~S for some i s n, 8’ is the restriction 6 to [n ] and QI from 
[n+l] to [n] sendingj toj forjcn and n+l to i, 

os(a,(u)I = 0,(@,(S)(u)), 
u~(O~(u))=u~(@~(u)) where a,P:[n]+p] and (a(j,/3(#~6, WE 

[PI, 
uOQ=u, 

,n=lO* l l O 1 (n times). 

5.3. Proposition. The set 3 of equation schemes is valid in @F’(A). 

Proof. This result was stated for finite hypergraphs in [4]. It is no less obvious for 
infinite ones. As was noted in [4], we do not know whether this set of rules is 

minimal. q 

efinition. Let @ and @’ be two hypergraph expressions. We say that they are 

equivalent and we write @ - @’ if they denote the same hypergraph, i.e., if eval,(@) 
and eval,( W) are isomorphic. 

5.5. Theorem (Bauderon and Courcelle [4]). Two finite hypergraph expressions @ 
and @’ are equivalent if and only if they are congruent with respect to the rewriting 
system 9 generated hy the set 6% of equations. In other words, O(A) and E(A)/ 9 

are isomorphic as many-sorted I!$,-n.dgmas. 

In order to extend this result to the case of infinite expressions, we shall have to 

use approximating sequences of finite expressions. Hence, a slightly different notion 
of congruence will be needed. 
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efinition. Two hypergraph expressions CiD and @’ are congruent with respect 

to % and we write Qi sti W if and only if 

(vcp E E(A) 1 p s @)(3qG E(A) I(+ Qi’, ~(6 u $+‘)) 

and conversely. 

5.7. Theorem. Two hypergraph expressions are equivalent if and only if their reduced 
expressions are congruent. 

Proof. According to Lemma 4.3.4, two hypergraph expressions are equivalent if 

and only if their reduced expressions are. Therefore, we only need to prove that 

locally finite expressions are equivalent if and only if they are congruent. The proof 

will follow from two lemmas. 

5.7.1. Lemma. For each locallv finite expression @, there exists an expression @’ in 
standard form such that @ - @” and such that @ =.ti a”. 

Proof. Let us first consider finite expressions. The proof is by induction on the 

structure of the expressions and we must distinguish three cases: 

(i) cp =a,(cp,) where w1 = cp ( O,( a 0 <p2)) is in standard form. Then, by rule 

W), cp = a, O/3 (@,(a@ cpz)) which is in standard form. 
(ii) <p = O,( cp,) with the same notation for cpl. Then, by rules (R9) and (R4), cp 

may be rewritten into a, (0 pc6,.Js(cgz)) which is in standard form. 

(iii) Letusnowsupposethat~=cp,Ocp;!,wherecpi=~~,(06,(uiO<P:))fori=1,2. 

~Op,(of~,+~~~~,~Q:)~(~~~Q~)) by WV, 

~op,(~~,+,,(u,~a,O,(u,O(cp:~~i)))) by (R6) and UW 

In each case, it follows by induction on the height of the e:cpression that the 

result is true for any finite expression. 

NOW let Qi be an infinite hypergraph expression and let (Qi)icN be an increasing 

sequence of finite approximants of a. If i S j, then (pi S Qj and there is a mono- 

morphism eval, ( pj) ---) eval,(~j). Let Q; be an expression in standard form obtained 

by rewriting the finite expression Q,. From Proposition 4.5.3 there is an expression 

in standard form Q: equivalent to Q; and such that Q:< 'p. Now, since both Qj and 

QJ are finite and denote the same hypergraph they are congruent (by Theorem S-5). 

Hence, from the increasing sequence (Qi)icN WC can construct an increasing 

sequence (Q:) icN of expressions in standard form, such ihat ev8 

for i E RI. Let Cp’ be its o-limit. It follows from the m-continuity of 

that QZh is equivalent to @. Cl 
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5.7.2. Lemma. Two expressions in standard form are equivalent if and only if they are 
congruent. 

roof. (a): Let @ and @’ be two equivalent expressions in standard form and let 
50 be a finite approximant of @. Then there exists some ql s @’ such that eval,( q) 
is a subhypergrzph of evaI&,). 

Hence, cp is the “beginni-.g” of a standard form approximation cp’ of eval&,). 
Now, since cp) and pl are equivalent and both finite, it follows from Theorem 5.5 

that cp’ may be rewritten into cpl in a finite number of steps, hence that q’( s u $)q, . 

Since this is true in the other direction as well, the first implication is proved. 

(t-): Let us now assume that @ =ifi Qi’ and let us set G = eval,( @), G’ = eval,( @‘). 
Let q be ?n approximant of @ in standard form. From the definition, there exists 

some p ‘s @’ such that p (S u $$p’, i.e. some cp” such that cp $+(p” and (p’s cpl. 

This defines a monomorphism 

evaI&) + eval,(cp’) = evaLW, 

hence a monomorphism eval,( cp) - eval,( Q’) = G’. 
Let now (q’)‘<N be an w-diagram of approximants in standard form with o-limit 

a. Since the functor evalx is o-continuous, it transforms this o-diagram into an 

w-diagram (eval,( vi)‘< N) whose o-limit is G = eval,( @). 
For every i, i E N, we may construct a monomorphism from eval,( pi) into G’, i.e. 

by the o-limit property of G, a monomorphism of G into G’. Now, if this 

monomorphism were not onto, there would be some item (hyperedge or vertex) of 

G’ which would not appear in G, and the hypergraph expression could not be 
congruent to G. Cl 

57.3. Remarks. (i) For genuinely infinite expressions, the proof of the theorem is 

obviously not effective. This is mainly because of the general quantification tip E 

E(A) in Definition 5.6 which requires the property to be checked for all 60. Intuitively, 

a slight change could be brought, replacing the Vrp E E(A) by a more restricted 

quantification, which would stop checking for some large enough expression. This 

would amount to saying that two expressions are indistinguable if they cannot be 

distinguished in “some reasonable manner”. We shall not develop this idea any 
further. 

(ii) It is shown in [8, Proposition 5.43 that a similar result does not hold for 

infinite words when they are described by means of “arrangements”. More precisely, 

with such an infinite word a syntactic tree is associated and a congruence is defined 

on the corresponding magma to identify two trees denoting the same arrangement. 
lt is then shown that the congruence of infinite trees cannot be described in terms 

of the congruence of its finite approximants, i.e. that the property of “algebraicity” 

or if we dare say of “algebroidality” is missing. 
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This fact stems from Courcelle’s definition ot an isomorphism between arrange- 

ments which is much finer than our notion of sourced hypergraph isomorphism. 

Indeed, when interpreted in our setting, the two arrangements a‘*awa-w and 

a*a-*amW (given in [8] as a counter-example) would appear to be isomorphic. 
In [13], Dauchet and Timmerman have shown a result for infinite words which 

is similar to ours, thanks to a notion of “yield of an infinite tree”, which is coarser 

than Courcelle’s notion of an arrangement. Related works are [ 191 and 1331. 

6. Conclusion 

In this first part we have described at length a fairly wide range of tools which 

will help us to study infinite hypergraphs: 

on their own, 

as limits of sequences of finite graphs, 

as &notations of some algebraic expressions. 

All these tools will be used in part two in order to solve systems of recursive 

equations on hypergraphs. 
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